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BACK TO SCHOOL!

On the 19th April, P.4-6 students came
back to school whilst P.1-3 students
went back to zoom. During the first
period, the whole school had a back to
school ceremony. All students need to
do a COVID test before school.
Although it was the first day day, we
were already used to the school
schedule and it was exciting to see our
friends again. Welcome back!

MOVIE DAY!

On Wednesday 27th April it was movie
day! Each year group watched different
movies in their classrooms. P5 watched
the Disney Pixar movie 'Coco'. I
thought it was boring to begin with,
but then the main character Miguel
started his scary trip! I think it was a
very exciting movie! Many scary things
happened. Movie day was great, I hope
we can have another one in 2023!
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MY HOLIDAY
During the holiday, students had to stay at home, but

I had to do many things. My classmates Jenna and

Tiffany came to my home to play with me. We played

on my Nintendo Switch and with my hamster, Meaty.

Then, we went to Penfold Park. There were lots of

dogs and birds there. We played games like hide and

seek and tag. I had a lot of fun with my friends! I

hope I can play with them again.

TEACHER TALK -  MS. NG

Ms. Ng is a PE teacher. Her favourite sports are

handball and rugby. Her favourite colours  are purple

and pink. She loves watching films in her free time.

She also likes to eat seafood and beef. She also likes

to drink lemonade and coke, To be honest, we do

too!

Joke of the month: Why was the maths book so unhappy?

Answer:  Because it was full of problems.

SCHOOL PARTNERSHIP PROGRAMME

For the school partnership programme, several

secondary school alumni's hosted several talks over 4

weeks. In the first week teachers and students made

a big birthday card for the elderly and their carers.

Some alumni's gave performances such as diabolo,

music and yoyo. We also had a talk about secondary

school life and exams. We learned a lot and are more

prepared for secondary school.

STORYTELLING

During the 'special holiday' we did many things. One

of the most meaningful was a story telling event for

K2 and K3 students.  The story I told was about a

dragon! We read whilst students looked at a

PowerPoint we prepared. They enjoyed it a lot and

listened carefully to the stories. A fun day for all!
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